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Company: Robert Half
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Category: other-general

A Fortune 100 Tech Enterprise is seeking a talented and passionate User Experience

Designer to join their team. Leveraging cutting-edge technology, the company aims to build

innovative and intuitive web applications that empower retailers and manufacturers to

manage their multichannel ecommerce business seamlessly. This role presents an exciting

opportunity for a highly motivated individual with a strong background in user experience

design. Job Title: UX Product DesignerCompany: Online Retail BooksDuration: 6 months

Contract-to-HirePay Rate: $65-70/hrLocation: Seattle, Los Angeles, San Francisco (Hybrid

Onsite 3 days per week) Overview:Online Retail Books is seeking a skilled UX Product

Designer to join our team for a 6-month Contract-to-Hire opportunity. This role will play a

pivotal part in enhancing the quality of books, focusing on both external e-reader

manuscripts and formatting content. The ideal candidate will have a strong background in

UX design, with a passion for improving user experiences and driving forward innovative

projects. Responsibilities:Collaborate closely with product managers and CX product

designers to develop and execute enhancement projects, including grammar checks and

other quality assurance measures.Utilize native and web-based applications to streamline

processes and improve user workflows.Conceptualize and develop design solutions that align

with the company's long-term vision project.Work within a highly collaborative

environment, actively participating in brainstorming sessions and design reviews.Lead the

charge in moving strategy and designs forward, contributing to the evolution of the user

experience.Partner with a team of 13 individuals, focusing on author experience, tools, and

cross-experiences to ensure a seamless flow and high-quality output for users.Take ownership
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of B2B and B2C experiences, with a focus on heavy workflows and comprehensive

toolsets. Requirements:Previous experience in graphic design transitioning into UX design is

preferred.Familiarity with both PC and Mac platforms, as well as native and web-based

applications.Strong communication skills, with the ability to effectively convey design

concepts and ideas.Passion for reading, books, and media, with enthusiasm for the subject

matter.Ability to work in a fast-paced environment with high velocity, maintaining a keen eye

for detail and quality.Previous experience in enterprise shopping or e-commerce UX design

is a plus.
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